MLA CITATION EXAMPLES

PLANO SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL, 2008-2009

BOOK, ONE AUTHOR 5.6.1


BOOK, TWO AUTHORS 5.6.4


BOOK, NO AUTHOR 5.6.11


NEWSPAPER ARTICLE 5.7.5


BOOK, WITH EDITOR 5.6.2


BOOK, TWO EDITORS 5.6.4


BOOK, AN EDITOR IN ADDITION TO AN AUTHOR 5.6.12


ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLE, SIGNED 5.6.9


Miller, Tyrus. Essay on “Winesburg, Ohio.” *Novels for Students*. Eds Sheryl Ciccarelli and

REVIEWS 5.7.7

Barth, Melissa E. Rev. of The Summons, by John Grisham.

Magill Book Reviews 1 Nov. 2002: 221.

DATABASE PUBLICATION INFORMATION 5.9.7

(Examples of most commonly used database subscription services)

Literature Resource Center (database) Article originally in a reference book


Ebsco and Gale Cengage Periodical databases


ABC Clio


BOOK, WITH EDITOR 5.6.2


BOOK, TWO EDITORS 5.6.4

**BOOK, AN EDITOR IN ADDITION TO AN AUTHOR  5.6.12**


**ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLE, SIGNED  5.6.9**


**ENCYCLOPEDIA ARTICLE or DICTIONARY ENTRY UNSIGNED  5.6.9**


**ARTICLE IN A REFERENCE BOOK  5.6.8**


**A WORK IN AN ANTHOLOGY OR COLLECTION  5.6.7**


**PERIODICAL  5.7.6**


**REPRINTS OF LITERARY CRITICISM  5.6.7**

(Original criticism printed in a book, now reprinted in a collection.)